TRANSGLOSS INSTRUCTIONS

FOR CREATING A GLOSSY FINISH...
ON OUR DIGITAL TRANSFERS (InkJet or Laser Transfers)

After printing your transfer on one of our heat transfer papers...
(ie: TransferJet, PremiumPlus, or High Temp Laser) You will apply this TransGloss product to the pre-printed
transfer after the printed transfer is on the shirt.

NOTES:
1) YOU DO NOT PRINT ON THIS TRANSGLOSS PRODUCT!
2) A conventional home iron will not provide a satisfactory image transfer. You must use a heat press.

First follow the directions that come with the digital heat transfer paper (ie: TransferJet, PremiumPlus, or High Temp Laser) that you are going to print on. Then follow the rest of the below instructions:

Applying TransGloss:
(After applying your printed transfer to the shirt)
• Place TransGloss paper (gloss side facing down) on top of the printed transfer
• Set heat press to medium pressure (approx. 40 lbs. of pressure). Press should snap closed firmly.
• Transfer at 360°F for 5 - 8 seconds.
• Peel COLD!

Washing
• Turn garment inside out. Machine wash in warm or cold water.
• Do not use softener or bleach.
• Tumble dry on low setting. Do not dry clean!
• To brighten image on fabric after washing, press with an iron or heat press on medium setting. Make sure
you cover image with Teflon sheet to protect iron/heat press.

IMPORTANT: Please keep your Transgloss paper in plastic bag until actual use.
This will keep moisture out of the paper. Close the bag after each use.
Note: Gloss finish may wear after repeat washing. See above wash instructions
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